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Araucaria araucana in 1971
(11 years after planting)
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"Joseph Banks pine" or "Chile pine,"
though it is not a true pine. The origin
of the name monkey puzzle tree derives
from its early cultivation in Britain,
when the species was still very rare and
not widely known. The proud owner
of a young specimen at Pencarrow’s
garden in Cornwall was showing it to
friends, and one made the remark that
"it would puzzle a monkey to climb
that." As the species had no existing
popular name, first “monkey-puzzler”
and then “monkey puzzle tree” stuck.
In France, it’s known as désespoir des
singes (monkeys’ despair).
Araucaria araucana is the national
tree of Chile. Its native habitat is
the lower slopes of the Chilean and
Argentinian south-central Andes,
typically above 3,300'. A. araucana

Araucaria araucana in 2009
(49 years after planting)
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Araucaria araucana in 2015 with
dead branches being heavily pruned
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Araucaria araucana
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any in the area remember
fondly the Monkey Puzzle Tree at
the Barnes Foundation in Merion, PA.
But Mrs. Barnes’ 55-year experiment
with the tree came to an end with its
demise last year. Trials are beginning
with new trees, as well as with their
cousins, the Wollemi pines.
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